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From Rabbi Weber 

 
If you were part of our community last Yom 
Kippur, you witnessed something truly amazing: 
an entire congregation filled with the spirit of God.  
 
On Yom Kippur morning I asked everyone to 

count our blessings, and to take the gratitude we feel and turn it 
into food for the hungry. I asked you to go out – on Yom 
Kippur Day! – and buy food for our food drive, even if you had 
already brought some. I asked you to buy lots of food; what I 
actually said was, “go buy too much food,” and bring it back 
before the day ends. 
 
I admit it was an unorthodox request. Quite literally in this case, 
as our Orthodox brothers and sisters would blanch at the 
thought of shopping on Yom Kippur. But I asked you not to 
shop for yourselves – not even to “graze” a little as you went 
down the aisles – but to concentrate on buying food for those 
who have nothing to eat. 
 
Here’s what happened: 
 

- You went to all the local supermarkets – Wegman’s, 
ShopRite, A&P – dressed in your holiday clothes. 

- In the stores you saw other dressed-up people clutching 
a white piece of paper in their hands – copies of the 
shopping list we gave you as you left the high school 
that morning. 

- You bonded with people you never met before – “Oh, 
you’re from Rodeph Torah, too?” 

- You blew the minds of the cashiers, who had no idea 
why so many beautifully dressed people were shopping 
for such immense quantities of food. 

- You came back to the school with your cars filled – literally filled, from front to back and floor to 
roof.  

- And most surprising of all, most wonderful of all, was that every single one of you was smiling 
as you unloaded your cars!      continued next page 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

SPECIAL EVENTS 
 
EREV SHABBAT SERVICE AT LAKE 
TOPANEMUS – August 2 (rain date 
August 9) 
 
AUGUST SERVICE TIMES –  
page 11 
 
ROSH HASHANAH – September 4-6 
 
CENTER FOR A JEWISH FUTURE 
CLASSES BEGIN – September 8 
 
YOM KIPPUR – September 13-14 
 
EREV SUKKOT – September 18 
 
SUKKOT – September 19-26 
 
SIMCHAT TORAH & ROCK 
SHABBAT – September 27 
 
Mazal tov to our Adult Education 
students – page 10 
 
Adult Education Registration – see 
flyers in the back of this newsletter 
 
Follow us on Facebook and at trt.org 
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What happened to us that day? I believe we were filled with the spirit of God. My sermon might have 
been the catalyst, but what you did defies easy or rational explanation. In concrete terms we brought in 
13,500 pounds of food – nearly seven tons! But in spiritual terms we did something indescribable. Each 
of us – over a thousand of us – felt called to respond: to respond to our fellow human beings, and to 
respond to God. And “respond” is exactly what we did, because we did more than bring in lots and lots of 
food: we did it joyously. We didn’t worry about what other people would think of us, all dressed up and 
shopping for huge quantities of food; we didn’t worry about our budget, or about how much was 
“enough.” We bought and bought and bought until our cars were filled and until the Foodbank truck was 
filled, and we laughed as car after car drove up and disgorged its contents. The next day, the Foodbank 
left us this message: “We don’t know what you did, but we have never received this much food from any 
single event. In the future, you can have any truck we have any time you want!” 
 
If you were there, you know what I am describing. If you weren’t, try to picture it. Try to picture a 
thousand people leaving Marlboro High School and making a beeline for their favorite supermarket, 
buying too much food and running back to the school to load it into the truck. It reminded me of the story 
of our ancestor Rebekkah, who ran to the well to bring water to a caravan of camels; Biblical 
commentators remarked on how excited she was to be able to help, and that is what I saw on Yom 
Kippur. You were excited to help! 
 
Now the question is, can we do it again? Can we re-create that feeling, that joy, that spirit of God that 
filled us with the desire to do everything we can to help people we don’t know?  
 
This year you will have many choices about how to spend your Yom Kippur Day. But whether you come 
to the early or late morning service, the Children’s Service, our new, experimental “Sinful Texting” 
afternoon program, the Healing Service, Yiskor or Ne’ilah, there will still be time for you to shop for the 
hungry if you want to make this your new Yom Kippur tradition. If you prefer, you can shop before Yom 
Kippur; you’ll receive the shopping list on Rosh Hashanah, as always. Whenever you choose to shop, the 
question is whether you can do it with the same sense of challenge, of excitement, of holy response to 
God that we all found last year. 
 
On Rosh Hashanah I will talk about passion and joy in Jewish life. But if you were one of the thousand 
people who jammed food into their cars and gave it away last Yom Kippur, you already know what I 
mean. If you weren’t there, here’s your opportunity to learn, to share, to be touched by God. 
 
Shira joins me in wishing you a happy, healthy and joyous New Year! 
 
        Rabbi Don Weber 
 
 
 
© 2013, Temple Rodeph Torah 
 
TEMPLE RODEPH TORAH NEWS is published bimonthly by Temple Rodeph Torah, PO Box 125, Marlboro, NJ 
07746. It is mailed without charge to member families and others who have requested to be on our mailing list. 
         

 
Pass It Around! We invite you to share this Newsletter with family, friends and neighbors 
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Notes from the Cantor 

 
Thank you, Temple Rodeph Torah, for five amazing years! Thank you for celebrating 
those years at the June 14th Rock Shabbat. I look forward to many more years, music, 
experimentation and celebrations! 
 

“Sinful Texting”:  a Yom Kippur Community Experience at Temple Rodeph Torah 
 

This Yom Kippur we continue asking the question we started asking when we launched the Center for a 
Jewish Future: what does the Jewish Future look like? And what does Judaism say to me, today, in 
2013? Judaism is not a religion of the past; it is a living religion which changes to meet the needs and 
realities of every generation.  

 
On Yom Kippur we say many of the same prayers Jews said a hundred years ago. Yet we also add new 
prayers, and say many of them in English; men and women sit and pray together; we have a female cantor 
singing from the bima; we drive to the service and pray in a temperature-controlled environment (most 
years). Our traditions reflect many of our modern values, but what about the future?  

 
On Yom Kippur afternoon we are going to explore this question: what about the future? 
Today we communicate differently, and we create community differently. Many people find their partner 
in life through internet dating, and they find or maintain their longest friendships through a computer. 
How does our worship reflect this difference? 

 
Imagine coming into worship knowing no one or just the one person you arrived with. Is this community? 
Even if someone introduces themselves to you because the rabbi makes them, is this community?  

 
Now imagine something completely different. Imagine being asked what you believe, and being able to 
share your beliefs with others in the room. Instead of reading prayers which you may not accept – or even 
understand – imagine an open, anonymous discussion about what you believe, what you hope, and yes, 
what you want to pray for. 

 
On Yom Kippur afternoon, instead of asking you to turn off your phones, we will ask you to turn them 
on. We will invite you to tweet your thoughts as Rabbi Weber and Cantor Alexander lead an interactive 
discussion of what it means to you to be Jewish today… and tomorrow. 

 
What will result from this discussion? We don’t know. We are not doing this to tell you anything. Instead, 
we are coming together to listen and share. We do hope that by the end of the experience you will feel 
closer to those around you – and, if we do it right, to Judaism as well.  

 
If you feel it is not proper to use a cell phone on Yom Kippur, we offer an entire day of more traditional 
services. But this experience is for those who don’t like to be told to put their phones away when the 
service begins; those who want Judaism to be part of their life instead of a break from it. 

 
If you’re not sure Judaism is relevant to you, or if you’re not sure how to make it relevant to you, we 
invite you to join us at 4:00 pm on Yom Kippur afternoon. Tickets are not required, and everyone in the 
community is welcome. Come talk about the Jewish future – your Jewish future! 
 
         Cantor Joanna Alexander 
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From the Desk of Rabbi Shira Stern 
 
On the morning of Yom Kippur, when God pretty much has the opportunity to command us to action, we 
hear a challenge instead: “I call heaven and earth to witness against you today, that I have set before you 
life and death, blessing and curse. Therefore choose life, that you and your offspring may live.” 
(Deuteronomy 30:19) 
 
Choose life? Why not, “follow my laws to the letter, or else you will be punished?” Why not, “you have 
no choice but to do as I say,” because God is, after all, God? Why is choice so important? Because the 
truth is, we all have choices in life: where we live, with whom we develop relationships, where to work 
and yes, where to belong spiritually. Especially here in Central Jersey, where opportunities to find a 
spiritual home are plentiful, why choose TRT? 
 

1. We have a vibrant community which, when offered innovation and change, says “yes.” 
2. We have opportunities to learn: in the classroom, in services, in serving the community, for 

people of all ages, two to 92. 
3. We have clergy and staff who want to be challenged, respectfully; everyone agreeing with one 

another all the time makes for boring lives and boring programs. On this, we can agree. 
4. We are a full service congregation, meaning, for whatever you need us, we are there.  

Not just to teach your children, or eulogize your dead or marry your grandchildren, all of which 
we do, but to be a home where you feel comfortable finding your own spiritual identity (it starts 
with you, not just when your child enters 3rd grade,) 

5. We have a school which encourages you and your children to find the best fit for learning 
Judaism: a once-a-week program to cover the basics and an exciting opportunity for grades 5-7 to 
enrich the experience of being Jewish, tasting Jewish, hearing Jewish, praying Jewish, being 
joyfully Jewish, being ethically Jewish. A full list of the Monday Enrichment Day choices are 
listed below and posted with explanation on our website. 

 
Our teachers and staff have worked hard to provide our members with “best practices” in Jewish 
education, a term taken from the business world. But I really like the phrase, because “best practices” 
implies exploring many different avenues to achieve excellence. Doing so means thinking out of the box, 
means being flexible (“…but we’ve always done it THIS way...” doesn’t make it right)  as well as making 
good choices. 
 
Because really, it’s all about choice. How much do we want to impart to our kids and grandkids? How 
much do we want and have the time to participate in what the temple has to offer? What choices do we 
want to make, at this time of the New Year when we are asked to review our past, and make changes to 
create a different, brighter future? 
 
We’re the Chosen people; maybe also the Choosing Ones as well? Let’s explore all the choices together. 

Wishing everyone a healthy and happy New Year filled with wonderful choices 
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The Center for a Jewish Future 
Calendar Year 2013-14 

Annotated version 
For 5th, 6th and 7th graders 

5773-5774 
Hot off the presses! We hope you are as excited as we are about our new program opportunities for 
Monday afternoon classes, and look forward to new changes on the regularly scheduled Thursday as well. 
 
After reviewing all the classes, please go to the TRT website on the Education page to sign up 
electronically for your first and second choices each trimester.  
  
Trimester 1: 

A. Hour 1 
a. Prayerbook Hebrew: Students will work on reading  Shabbat and daily prayers for 
fluency  and understanding . A multi-faceted approach, including internet review and 
educational games, will enhance the learning process (bring in those tablets, smart phones 
or use our computers.) 
 
b. Harry Potter and Jewish Ethics:Whether you are a fan of Harry Potter or just 
someone who likes to ask questions about life, this course uses Jewish ethical values and 
the  story of Harry Potter to deal with everything from “friendship to free choice, 
prejudice to prophecy and rule-breaking to repentance.”  As you rediscover the magic of 
Harry Potter, uncover the wealth of Jewish learning that can teach you more about you 
and the world you live in. 
 
c. Sedra Scenes: What was it like for Moses to deal with hungry and thirsty Israelites 
every day, for 40 years? When did Joseph recognize his brothers after they came to 
Pharoah’s palace when there was a drought in Egypt? When did Noah know it was time 
to get everyone on the ark? Act out the scenes and explore all the voices, some you can 
find clearly in the Torah text, others you might have to figure out based on what we 
know. Torah comes alive in the classroom as well as in your imagination. 

    
B. Hour 2 

a. Prayerbook Hebrew: Students will work on reading Shabbat and daily prayers for 
fluency  and understanding . Multi-faceted approach, including internet review and 
educational games, will enhance the learning process. 

 
  b. God’s To-Do List: When God finally allowed the waters of the Flood to dry up, God  
  made us partners in maintaining this world. What are we supposed to do to accept our  
  responsibility: feed the hungry or build up the poor or volunteer for special projects, like  
  bringing help to those affected by Hurricane Sandy? What do we do to repair this world  
  and become God’s partners? 

  
c. Dance: Being Jewish doesn’t mean being serious all the time: even our services 
sometimes require that we move in time to the music, or stand or bow or turn toward the 
back of the room as we welcome the Shabbat into our sanctuary. Rockin’ out on Rock 
Shabbat can mean dancing in the aisles! No special skills are required, just comfortable 
clothing and a willingness to learn the Jewish dances that you will use for the rest of your 
life!  
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Trimester 2: 
A. Hour 1 

a.  Prayerbook Hebrew: Students will work on reading  Shabbat and daily prayers for 
fluency and understanding. Multi-faceted approach, including internet review and 
educational games, will enhance the learning process. 
 
b. Tzedakah: In school, responsible Jewish giving means asking your parents for 
tzedakah money, but the Hebrew word is based on tzedek – which means justice, or 
bringing justice into a world that is not so just. What can you do to bring justice into the 
world? Where should the money go? Who should get it? How much should we give and 
how should we get it to the people who need it most? Learn about what organizations get 
an “A” in giving, and what you should know about other groups who rate a failing grade?  
 
c.  Jewish Insiders: Who makes the grade as  “Jewish headline makers” in the last 100 
hundred years? Who are the people, behind the scenes and making front-page news who 
are Jews we can emulate? Sports, politics, science, entertainment and social justice 
causes will be topics explored in this class.  
  

B. Hour 2 
a.  Conversational Hebrew: Learn to speak basic conversational Hebrew from a native, 
and begin to learn how to sound like one yourself.   

   
b. Devil’s Arithmetic: Hannah Stern is a young Jewish girl living in the present day. She 
is bored by her relative's stories about the past and not looking forward to the Passover 
Seder and is tired of her religion. While at it, she says she is tired of remembering. When 
Hannah symbolically opens the door for the prophet Elijah, she is transported back in 
time to 1942 in Poland of World War II. Come find out what happens next. 

 
c. Creating Jewish Ritual Objects – ART: When you look at the beautiful ritual objects 
like candlesticks and hanukiyyot  and Kiddush cups used in temple or displayed in 
museums, these are expressions of individuals who want to elevate commonly used 
utensils for Shabbat and holidays to art. Come and create your own masterpieces that will 
find a place of pride in your home. 
 

Trimester 3: 
A. Hour 1 

 a. Prayerbook Hebrew: Students will work on reading Shabbat and daily prayers for 
 fluency and understanding. Multi-faceted approach, including internet review and 
 educational games, will enhance the learning process. 
 
 b. Jews in the News: Join us as we travel through Israel. We’ll take in the sights, 
 sample  the food, and meet the many different cultures and backgrounds of people who 
 identify as Jews in Israel. We will cover Operation Magic Carpet from Ethiopia and 
 the Soviet immigration as well as Operation Ezra and Nehemiah. 
 
 c. Harry Potter and Jewish ethics: Whether you are a fan of Harry Potter or just 
 someone who likes to ask questions about life, this course uses Jewish ethical values and 
 the story of Harry Potter to deal with everything from “friendship to free choice, 
 prejudice to prophecy and rule-breaking to repentance.”  As you rediscover the magic of 
 Harry Potter, uncover the wealth of Jewish learning that can teach you more about you 
 and the world you live in. 
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b. Hour 2 

a. Conversational Hebrew: Learn to speak basic conversational Hebrew from 
a native, and learn to sound like one yourself.   

 
b. Faces and Places in Israel: Join us as we travel through Israel. We’ll take in 

the sights, sample the food, and meet the many different cultures and 
backgrounds of people who identify as Jews in Israel. We will cover 
Operation Magic Carpet from Ethiopia and the Soviet immigration as well as 
Operation Ezra and Nehemiah. 

 
c. So you want to be a Song Leader: (6th and 7th graders) Song session at 

camp or on our weekend retreats in High School are like no other singing in 
the world. Often the words and the melodies and the feeling of being part of 
a group last long after the summer or the weekend is over. Learn how to lead 
a group in song – learn basic guitar chords, core Hebrew songs and Jewish 
camp melodies that have become a part of our TRT experience. 
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From the Executive Director: 
 
Progressive thinking and social action are inherent to our identity at Temple Rodeph Torah.  In fact, it is 
these practices that brought us initiatives like a 30-year relationship with the FoodBank of Monmouth 
and Ocean Counties, a reputation for collaboration with secular and non-secular entities, Rock Shabbat, 
Visual T’Filah, widely-recognized educational curricula, community-building, lobbying & advocacy, and 
more.  To carry on those efforts and expand the creative scope of TRT, the Board of Directors elected to 
establish the position of Executive Director, effective July 1, 2013, and I am proud and humbled to give 
back to my temple in this capacity.  
 
I have seen this community grow from few enough families to comfortably fit in one living room for 
Shabbat services to a vibrant, thriving congregation as numerous as the stars.  Ok, maybe not quite as 
many people as stars, but the more than 1,500 members and associates of TRT have transformed this 
once-small cohort into a dynamic system of social action, philanthropy, mutual support, education, and 
volunteerism.   
 
It is my goal over the next two years to solidify TRT in the local community and beyond as a model of 
innovation and social action.  I offer this challenge: do one thing.  If you are looking for ideas, talk to me.  
If you have ideas, share them.  Keep your eyes and ears piqued for social action opportunities and 
highlights of how the TRT community is living Tikkun Olam.  Find ONE THING you can do, and together, 
we will repair the world.   
           Rachel Klein 
 
I share the following press release with you in the hope that you will find the same inspiration I did: 
                                                                                                                                                                                                                        

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
 

First Lady Michelle Obama, Pop Music Phenom Macklemore, Jon Bon Jovi Among Celebrities 
Calling on Local Area to Get Involved  

MARLBORO, N.J., August 1 – Some of the most prominent names in politics, music and entertainment 
have come together to call Temple Rodeph Torah into action.  Every person, regardless of age or means, 
is encouraged to find just one thing to do, give or support.  In activating the TRT and greater western 
Monmouth county communities, this campaign has the potential to realize thousands of individual good 
deeds and acts of loving kindness, whereby resulting in dramatic improvement across the board in 
improving the lives of those in need around us. 

A staunch champion of human rights and advocate for healthier living, First Lady Michelle Obama shared 
her confidence in our ability to make a difference.  She encouraged every person to get involved by 
saying, “[t]oday, when the challenges we face start to seem overwhelming – or even impossible – let us 
never forget that doing the impossible is the history of this nation...it's who we are as Americans...it's how 
this country was built.”  Revisiting her childhood on the south side of Chicago, Mrs. Obama shared an 
inspirational rally cry, citing herself as the living example of the achievements that can arise when we 
help each other.  “You may not always have a comfortable life and you will not always be able to solve 
all of the world's problems at once but don't ever underestimate the importance you can have because 
history has shown us that courage can be contagious and hope can take on a life of its own.”  Those 
committed to social action worldwide can surely heed that message. 
 
Promoting social action activities that support our troops, Second Lady, Jersey girl and soldier mom Dr. 
Jill Biden said, “[f]rom a big initiative to a small gesture, [this] is the perfect time to offer a simple act of 
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kindness to our veterans and military families. You can send a message of thanks to our troops or a 
military family. Or pledge hours of service. Or even start your own volunteer project.”   
 
Whatever your personal interest, Jersey boys Jon Bon Jovi and Jon Stewart say do something.  Supported 
by his many achievements in local and national activism, Bon Jovi acknowledged that political advocacy 
might not be everyone’s strength.  His advice was simple: “Nothing is as important as passion.  No matter 
what you want to do…be passionate.”  The simplicity of his message was backed up by Jon Stewart, 
saying, “you just have to keep trying to do good work, and hope that it leads to more good work.”  Leave 
it to two guys from Jersey to tell it like it is. 
 
For anyone who believes social action and justice are adult issues, pop star Macklemore suggests you ask 
your kids about it.  Every day they hear lyrics meant to inspire their minds to speak out against injustice 
and help others.  A nephew and godson of gay men, Macklemore is a longtime outspoken advocate for 
gay rights.  His hit song “Same Love” helps to teach kids that everyone deserves happiness and equal 
rights in America, and that defeating the issue is something we can do.  Responding to the recent Supreme 
Court decision overturning the Defense of Marriage Act (DOMA) he is “proud of the progress we have 
made in recent years.  Today gives promise to the hope that we can and will change when our nation isn’t 
fair and just.”  But the fight is not yet over, according the star and LGBT advocacy community.  He 
articulated the challenge in a statement: “[w]e, especially those of us whose rights are secure, are 
challenged to not sit passively in this crucial moment of cultural progress. True change lives in the minds 
and hearts of the people that make up our country, and must be cultivated, not mandated. We all have a 
part to play.”  Macklemore aspires to set an example for the rest of us – if you see injustice, speak out.  
Get involved with the causes that are important to you, however you can – educate, donate, lobby – but do 
not stay silent. 
 
This appeal to TRT congregants to get involved and do one thing is familiar territory to Jewish 
communities.  Tikkun Olam, or repairing our world, is at the core of Judaism.  There are a wealth of 
demonstrated needs in our community and our world, which can be helped by one simple act of kindness.  
As Jon Stewart eloquently summarized the impact of social action, “every generation has their 
challenge…[a]nd things change rapidly, and life gets better in an instant.”   
 
Ask yourself:  what is one act of kindness I can do?  Then, do it!   
 
Disclaimer 
None of the celebrities quoted in this article had direct contact with Temple Rodeph Torah, nor did they 
posit personal, directed appeals for volunteerism to residents of Monmouth County.  All of the above-
referenced quotes were extracted from public record.  Citations available upon request. 
 

Temple Rodeph Torah is proud to be partners with: 
 

                 
     
                         
        

Temple Rodeph Torah is a member of the Union for Reform Judaism, 
 and a Partner Congregation of Mazon: A Jewish Response to Hunger 

Recognized as an ACCESSIBLE CONGREGATION by the National Organization on Disability 
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Adult Education 

Temple Rodeph Torah participates in the nationwide Adult Education Program, KEVA, sponsored by the 
Reform Movement. This program recognizes individuals who show a dedication to Jewish study and 
learning through their participation in Adult Education courses. 
 
Two milestones mark the path to a KEVA award: at 50 hours of study, our congregation will present a 
certificate honoring each student. At 100 hours of study, a certificate will be presented to the students by 
the Union for Reform Judaism, and the students will be recognized nationwide for their achievement. To  
date, more than 100 members of Temple Rodeph Torah have received the KEVA award! 
 
In 1996, the Reform Movement established a new level of recognition: CHAVER KEVA. This award is given 
for the completion of 365 hours of study. Eighteen members of Temple Rodeph Torah have received this award, 
and we are the first congregation in the United States to bring our students to this level. 
 
We honor our adults who have reached or surpassed the 50-hour Adult Education mark, and who received 
the RODEPH TORAH Award this year: 

 
   Susan Benza 
   Eva Blankenstein 
   Mort Blumenthal 
   Gabrielle Eichel 
   Ed Herzberg 

Emilie Herzberg 
Laurie Karmel 
Jo-Ellen Landesman 
Reita Silver 
Hedy Swartz 

 
In addition, three more Rodeph Torah members will join those who have already received the KEVA 
Award, for completing 100 hours of study: 
 

Tracy Beck 
Rachel Klein 

Denise Swartz 
 
And this year, we honor two of our members for the extraordinary achievement of completing 365 hours 
of study, and receiving the CHAVER KEVA Award: 
 

Suzie Beizer 
Laurie Kaufman 

 
We congratulate these students who completed this year’s Adult Education course, “The People of 
the Bible”: 
 
Bernie Aaron 
Susan Aaron 
Barbara Alessandro 
Rhonda Barter 
Tracy Beck 
Susan Benza 
Eva Blankenstein 
Mort Blumenthal 
Pam Brisman 
Marla Bucher 
Marty Bucher 
Brian Burstein 
Carol Chasin 
Michael Chasin 

Steve Chodos 
Bruce Cooper 
Sheryl Cooper 
Sandy Craig 
Randye Derris 
Robert Dollinger 
Richard Eichel 
Miriam Eichler 
Ray Eichler 
Wendie Eigen-Weinstein 
Vivian Feinstein 
Judy Ferber 
Ellen Finkelstein 
Neal Finkelstein 

Bill Fireman 
Robbin Friedell 
Glenn Fuchs 
Bonnie Goldschlag 
Ed Herzberg 
Emilie Herzberg 
Laurie Karmel 
Laurie Kaufman 
Irwin Kizel 
Lisa Kizel 
Barbara Klein 
Rachel Klein 
Jo-Ellen Landesman 
Henry Levenstein 
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Ellen Levine 
Juli Mercado 
Lynn Michaels 
Charlie Pearlman 
Maxine Perlman 

Irv Perlman 
Reita Silver 
Lynn Sternberg 
Hedy Swartz 
Denise Swartz 

Sylvia Tucker 
Shelley Willner 
Jodi Zukoff 

 
 
We congratulate these students who completed this year’s Adult Education Hebrew course: 
 
   Susan Benza 
   Robert Dollinger  
   Tara Fuchs 

Cheryl Glasser  
Karen Goddard 
Ilene Skolnik  

 
And we congratulate these students who completed this year’s “Hands-On Judaism” mini-course: 
 
Tracy Beck 
Susan Benza 
Mort Blumenthal 
Robert Dollinger 
Gabrielle Eichel 
Miriam Eichler 
Ray Eichler 
Hilda Farber 
Jena Friedman 

Karen Goddard 
Hannah Herzbrun 
Sherri Hiller 
Ronald Hiller 
Saul Hinden 
Charlotte Levey 
Inna Leyzberg 
Ilya Leyzberg 
Heather Markson 

Juli Mercado 
Beth Moncher 
Ethel Ritter 
Bonnie Ryder 
Carl Ryder 
Eric Schoenholtz 
Amanda Schwartz 
Robin Snowden 

 
Mazal tov to all our students, who honor us through their devotion to Jewish learning. 
 
Information about the coming year’s Adult Education program is in this Newsletter. We invite you 
to join us! 

 
 

 
 

 
Shabbat services continue throughout the summer. All Friday evening services in July and August 
will begin at 6:30 p.m., and all Shabbat morning services will begin at 10 a.m. 
 
On Friday, August 2, our service will be held at Lake Topanemus, on Pond Road in Freehold. Bring 
your own chairs! (Rain date the following Friday, August 9; call the temple if there is a question about the 
weather.) 
 
Saturday, 8/31  -           SELICHOT EVENING PROGRAM: 

 6:00 p.m. – Selichot Bar-B-Que: free food and fun for the whole 
 congregation! Please call the office to say how many will be attending. 
 8:00 p.m. – Selichot Service. Join us for this first, beautiful, mystical  
 service of the High Holidays. 

 
Wednesday, September 4 – Friday, September 6 
    ROSH HASHANAH 
    All services at Marlboro High School. Consult your ticket for times. 
    Photo ID is required for entry to all Rosh Hashanah services except  
    Children’s Service. 
    Candle lighting 7:07 p.m 

SCHEDULE OF SERVICES
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Friday, 9/6   - Kabbalat Shabbat Service – 6:30 p.m. 
    Shabbat Shuva: The Shabbat of Returning  

� Birthday Blessings for September; Candle Lighting 7:03 p.m. 
 
Saturday, 9/7  - Shabbat Morning Service – 10:00 a.m. Minyan Group. 
 
Friday, September 13 – Saturday, September 14 
    YOM KIPPUR 
    All services at Marlboro High School. Consult your ticket for times. 
    Photo ID is required for entry to all Yom Kippur services except  
    Children’s Service and Yiskor. 
    Candle lighting 6:52 p.m. 
 
Wednesday, September 18 - Erev Sukkot Family Service – 7:30 p.m. 
    Join us as we thank God for all our blessings, and plan to eat at least  
    one meal in the temple’s sukkah between now and September 26th! 
    Candle lighting 6:43 p.m. 
 
Friday, 9/20  - Shabbat Service – 8:00 p.m. 
    Sermon: “Finding Hints of God” 
    Candle Lighting 6:40 p.m. 
 
Saturday, 9/21  - Shabbat Morning Services – 10:00 a.m. Minyan Group. 
    Bat Mitzvah: Tori Richman 
 
Wednesday, 9/25 - Erev 7th Day Sukkot Service & Yiskor – 7:30 p.m. 
    Candle lighting 6:31 p.m. 
 
Friday, 9/27  - ROCK SHABBAT & SIMCHAT TORAH! 6:30 p.m.  
    (Note early time) 
    Join us for the first Rock Shabbat of the year, and celebrate as we  
    unroll the entire Torah! 
    Candle lighting 6:28 p.m. 
 
 
Please call the temple office if you know of any temple member who is ill, or who has been admitted to the 
hospital. We want to visit and offer our help, but we cannot help unless we know about them! 
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 President: Larry Rosen   Treasurer: Della Cherchia   
 Vice President: Warren Brumel  Financial Secretary: Matt Jacobson 
 Vice President: Mike Esquenazi Recording Secretary: Juli Mercado 
 Vice President: Denise Swartz  Past President: Brion Feinberg 
 Vice President: Jodi Zukoff         

 
                                                              Directors: 

 
   Shari Canell 
    Barrie Cotter  
   Ellie Golden 

    Rich Kaplin 
    Erica Katz 
  

Andrea Kazin 
Sari Rubin 
Dan Schleifstein 
Ilene Skolnik 
Jeff Weiss 

          Committee Chairpersons/Representatives 
 
            Education: Robyn Gandelman 
            Finance: Mike Esquenazi 
            Membership: Alan Friedman 
            Men’s Club: Michael Klass 
            Nominating/Volunteer Growth:  
  Ellen Finkelstein 

Sisterhood: Jodi Weintraub  
Social Action: Andrea Kazin 
Strategic Planning: Bob Dollinger 
Worship: Robbin Friedell 
Youth: Howie Gandelman

 
 
 

 
It is an exciting time to be a member of Temple Rodeph Torah. Rock Shabbat, Rock Hashanah, Visual 
Tifilah (services with visual graphics), adult education classes with record attendance, our community 
outreach efforts, special education programming … the list could go on and on.  
 
One of the challenges of any temple is providing relevance beyond the religious experience. TRT is 
constantly providing innovative programs outside of religious or spiritual content. Our Men’s Club has 
activities that embrace all interests from baseball to poker games. Our Sisterhood has informative 
programs and fun events to offer. If you are reading this, you see the value in our community. By sharing 
your feelings with friends and families you could provide savings to them and enhance TRT. These are 
some of the programs in place to provide discounts and incentives for new members to join: 
 
 FIRST 6 months of membership FREE + NO DUES FOR SUMMER MONTHS 
   (Building Fund deferred)* 
 Group discount program - 25% off membership dues if five families join together* 
 Grandparent/Parent Program- Parents and/or grandparents of existing members can join for  
  $100 (single) or $200 (couple) per year. This is a HUGE discount off annual dues.  
 Half-Price Tuition for Grades K-2- Through a generous donation, TRT is able to extend a 50%  
  discount off of tuition for grades K-2.. FULL TEMPLE MEMBERSHIP IS NOT   
  REQUIRED. 
*For more details please go to http://www.trt.org/about-us/membership 
          continued next page 

BOARD OF DIRECTORS

MEMBERSHIP
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If you know of a family, couple, individual or anyone else interested in becoming a member please 
contact me at afrie15435@aol.com or Gabrielle Eichel at superdoc@oponline.net.  
 
          Alan Friedman 

   
 
 
 
The Social Action Committee welcomes you all back from what we hope was a relaxing and enjoyable 
summer. This year we are asking you to participate in one or all of our “Mitzvah of the Month” events, in 
which we will highlight what items or organizations we will be collecting for or community events we 
will be participating in.  Please think of these mitzvahs as “Acts of Loving Kindness, with Passion & 
Joy.”  
 
Our first Mitzvah of the Month will be our annual Yom Kippur food drive for the Foodbank of Monmouth 
and Ocean Counties. A flyer listing the needed food items can be found in the High Holiday bags. 
Included in the bags is our Mitzvah Pledge Sheet. Many onetime tasks, such as helping at a local soup 
kitchen, donating blood and collecting food at local supermarkets for our annual food drive are listed.  
Our June 23rd food drive was a huge success. Thank you to Bill Fireman for coordinating this event and to 
all our volunteers who assisted. 
 
In addition to our Mitzvah of the Month, we will continue to contribute to The Ronald McDonald House. 
Please refer to the flyer in this newsletter or visit their website at www.rmh-cnj.org for their most updated 
“wish list”. We will also maintain our contact with our troops overseas. Donations can be left in the 
collection bins in the atrium. Finally, please remember that we have a tzedakah box in the temple lobby. 
Your donations will be split among multiple recipients this year including our local fire/rescue and first 
aid squads. Your generous contributions are greatly appreciated.   
           
As we begin our year participating in the mitzvah of Tikkun Olam, we look forward to the return of our 
old committee members and strongly encourage those who have considered participation in the past to 
please join us for our first meeting on August 21st at 7:00 p.m. to share ideas for additional future 
endeavors. 
 
We truly appreciate the past support given to the Social Action Committee. Without you, we cannot be 
effective. We depend on your continued participation in our current and future projects. We expect to 
hold meetings on the fourth Wednesday of each month, at 7:00 p.m. We are looking forward to an 
exciting and productive year. 
 
         Andrea Kazin and Marla Bucher 
                                

 

SOCIAL ACTION
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Torah Today 
  A Brief Summary of Each Week’s Torah Portion 

 
 
 
Shabbat 8/2-8/3 Parashat Re’eh, Deuteronomy 11:26-16:17    Summary by Bonnie Sugarman 
God provides instructions for the Israelites as to how to live their lives once they take possession of 
Canaan. These rules include destroying the Canaanite idols and their sites of worship, and establishing 
their own temples only in God’s specified places. There is strict prohibition against following prophets of 
other gods, and even if it is a relative, you are required to put such a person to death, along with his 
converts, their possessions and their livestock. There are laws regarding the animals that may and may not 
be eaten (later to be the basis of kashrut), as well as rules concerning the remission of debts, prohibition 
on extending loans to other Israelites, and giving to the needy. Finally, there are instructions for 
observance of Passover, Shavuot and Sukkot. 

 
Shabbat 8/9-8/10 Parashat Shofetim, Deuteronomy 16:18-21:9           Summary by Ken Tedoff 
This Torah portion consists of three main themes — justice within the community, election of a King, and 
behavior during wartime. Its two lesser themes are the coming of a prophet and making a sacrifice for an 
unresolved murder. A few of the main points are as follows: in relation to justice we should not bear false 
witness against someone; it takes at least two witnesses to convict a person of a transgression; we should 
protect a person who accidentally kills but not one who purposely kills; and we should abide by the 
decision of a judge on any matter put before him. In relation to picking a King, it states that the King 
should be of our brethren, should commit his life to study, and should not consider himself above the 
community. Before going to war with someone, we should offer peace. If we must go to war, we should 
not kill women and children nor destroy the countryside that could provide for us. We should not take the 
ways of those we conquer but stay true to our laws.  
 
Shabbat 8/16-8/17 Parashat Ki Tetze, Deuteronomy 21:10-25:19 Summary by Peter Sugarman 
This section contains a series of diverse laws intended to impose a moral fabric on the Jewish society, so 
Israel may be a worthy people for God and deserve their special status as God’s people. For example, 
laws cover topics including a disloyal and defiant child, burial of a criminal, marriage and sexual 
behavior, physical hygiene, and helping the weak. Other laws try to preserve the intent of creation by 
avoiding unnatural mixes, such as a man wearing a woman’s clothing. 
 
Shabbat 8/23-8/24       Parashat Ki Tavo, Deuteronomy 26:1-29:8 Summary by Gloria and Ed Russin 
Prior to the Israelites entering the promised land, Moses reminds the Israelites of how God guided them 
through 40 years in the wilderness, and of the covenant that they entered into with God. Moses tells the 
Israelites that they will prosper so long as they observe all of the commandments and laws given to them 
by God. Should they not observe God’s commandments they will suffer many curses and ultimately be 
destroyed. 
 
Shabbat 8/30-8/31 Parashat Nitzavim, Deuteronomy 29:9-30:20    Summary by Helene Cooper 
In this portion Moses tells all of Israel what will become of them should they turn from the Teachings of 
Adonai. He assures them that, though the curses are thorough and harsh, Adonai will restore them to 
God’s blessings if they return to God’s Teachings. He tells them that these Teachings are right there for 
them always and available to all of them. With this, Moses presents the Israelites with the choice between 
being blessed and loving Adonai or being cursed for not.  
 
         continued next page 
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Shabbat 8/30-8/31  Parashat Vayelech, Deuteronomy 31:1-30 Summary by Eric Rosenstock 
Moses tells the Israelites he cannot cross the Jordan, since he will die soon. Joshua will lead them and 
God will wipe out nations in their path. God foresees that the Israelites would abandon the Torah’s 
teachings and evils would befall them. Therefore, God tells Moses to teach the Israelites a poem so they 
will remember what would happen if they stray. 

 
Shabbat 9/6-9/7     Parashat Ha’azinu, Deuteronomy 32:1-52  Summary by Sandy Craig 
God has dictated a poem to Moses, who reads it to the Israelites. The poem enjoins the people to honor 
God and reminds them of God’s miracles and punishments in the past. Then God tells Moses to climb the 
mountain on which Moses will die. From this point Moses will be able to view the promised land. 
 
Shabbat 9/13-9/14  Yom Kippur  
 
Shabbat 9/20-9/21       Parashat Chol Hamoed Sukkot, Exodus 33:12-34:26  
 
Shabbat 9/27-9/28   Parashat Beresheit, Genesis 1:1-6:8             Summary by Henry Levenstein 
God creates the world in six days and rests the seventh day, making it Shabbat. God gives life to Adam 
and Eve, who eat from the Tree of Knowledge and are expelled from Eden. Their first son Cain kills his 
brother Abel. God sees later generations as wicked, except for Noah, and considers destroying this 
creation.  
  

 
 
 

CALLING ALL WALKERS!! 
Looking to get some exercise and enjoy the beautiful outdoors? TRT now has a “Weekday Walkers” 
group at TRT. We meet at TRT and walk the Henry Hudson Trail. All levels of walkers are welcome. No 
fee, just wear a comfortable pair of sneakers and bring a bottle of water.  Please call/text Gabrielle Eichel, 
at 732-513-8312 or e-mail her at superdoc@optonline.net to let her know you are interested in joining.    
 
ISRAEL SCHOLARSHIP FUND 
TRT offers scholarships to any student presently in the confirmation program or who has been confirmed, 
up through and including the summer after 12th grade.  Money in the Israel Scholarship Fund will be 
equally divided among all students traveling to Israel this summer on an approved youth Israel trip, not to 
exceed $1,000 per student.  Requests for scholarship money should be in writing to the Education 
Committee.  Contact Ellen Finkelstein, at 732-972-8624, or ellenstf@gmail.com for more information.  
We appreciate the congregation's generosity in considering the Israel Scholarship Fund when making a  
donation to the temple. 
 
REFORM JUDAISM 101 IN THE 21ST CENTURY 
Got questions about Judaism? Got friends with questions? Do you want ideas on how to live your Jewish 
life in your everyday reality? Or maybe you are looking for a special recipe? The Union for Reform 
Judaism has introduced www.reformjudaism.org as a one-stop resource for everything Jewish, including 
holidays, recipes, social justice, Jewish life and learning, blogs, Israel and much more.  
 
THE JEWISH PARENT PAGE 
Did you know that the URJ (Union for Reform Judaism) has many informative and interesting items on 
their website at urj.org? One of these, The Jewish Parent Page, informs and educates about the Jewish 
holidays and their customs. It includes blessings, historical background, recipes, family activities and 
other creative ways to celebrate the Jewish festivals. Go to www.urj.org/learningforparents/parents/. 
 

NEWS AND NOTES
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RJ.ORG: NEWS AND VIEWS OF REFORM JEWS 
Check out the new Reform Movement blog at www.RJ.org, which is a place to read facts, opposing 
opinions, calls to action and interesting tidbits from the greater Jewish world. New entries posted daily. 
 
ARE YOU GOING ON VACATION OUTSIDE OF THE U.S.A.? WANT TO SEE A REFORM 
CONGREGATION IN ANOTHER COUNTRY? 
How do you find your larger Progressive/Reform/Liberal family when travelling outside of North 
America? The process is different than what you find in North America, where synagogues and Jewish 
institutions in North America generally have an "open-door" policy and regularly welcome visitors. The 
best way is to have the World Union for Progressive Judaism (WUPJ) make the connection for you. 
Several weeks in advance of your vacation, go to wupj.org to search for WUPJ congregations and then 
email or call Rabbi Gary Bretton-Granatoor (gary@wupj.org or 212.452.6531). Provide your travel dates, 
planned accommodations, when you would like to visit the congregation, the number of people in your 
party, and a way to contact you once you are there. If given sufficient time, we can arrange a personal 
visit. 

THE JEWISH CONNECTION 411 
The Jewish Connection 411 electronic newsletter includes a comprehensive list of events and happenings 
within the local Central NJ Jewish community (Middlesex and Western Monmouth Counties). You can 
view the newsletter with daily updates and videos at www.thejewishconnection411.com. There is a 
Central NJ Bulletin Board where you can post your free personal buy/sell needs for the benefit of the 
local Jewish community, a classified section for jobs, homes, autos, merchandise and much more.  
 
SOMEONE YOU KNOW IS WAITING TO JOIN TRT 
Did you know that most of our members joined because they knew someone who already belonged? Your 
invitation to a neighbor or friend to join you at a service is the best advertising we have. We are also 
happy to send our Newsletter to any interested family, but we can't do it until you tell us who they are. 
Call the temple office, at 732-308-0055, and give us the names; we will take it from there. And if they 
join, you get a month’s dues free! Think about what your belonging to Rodeph Torah means to you, and 
help us reach out to others. (Besides, you can always use another driver for the carpool...)  
 
PLEASE HELP US HELP YOU 
When scheduling a life-cycle event in which you would like either Rabbi Weber or Cantor Alexander to 
participate (weddings, namings, funerals, unveilings, etc.), please call them first. If you set the time for 
such events without calling, it may be impossible for them to attend. Though a funeral overrides almost 
everything else, clearing the time in advance may save us from disrupting classes or programs already 
scheduled. 
 
We understand the stressful nature of such times in our lives, and with your help we can make them a 
little easier on everyone. If you have any questions about life-cycle events, please feel free to call Rabbi 
Weber, at 732-409-1268, or Cantor Alexander, at 732-308-2311.   
      

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Please support our advertisers! 
Their ads help to defray some of our 

costs… 
If you know of anyone who would be 

interested in advertising with us, please 
have them contact the temple office  

Go Green with our E-Newsletter! 
To receive your newsletter online and 

opt out of receiving a printed copy, 
enroll at enewsletter.trt.org 
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TRT’s Board of Directors, clergy and members express our thanks to: 
Glenn Fuchs for his outstanding graphics work for the Center for a Jewish Future ad, Taste of New Jersey 
 flyer and Worship brochure 
Michelle Bookbinder for her many years of dedication as head of Horaiynu 
Barrie Cotter for co-chairing Horaiynu this year 
Erynn Gandelman and Harry Goldstein for speaking to the seventh graders and their families about 
 Hebrew High School at the Promotion Ceremony 
Tara Fuchs and Barrie Cotter for their dedication in running the Mishpacha & Me program for the past 
 few years 
Glenn Fuchs and Sydney Schoenholtz for sharing their talents with us at the June Rock Shabbat 
All who contributed to our successful Rock Shabbat season, especially our band of Bruce Cooper and 
 Charlie Pearlman and sound technicians Josh Eichel and Marlee Neugass 
Steve Chodos for donating his company’s cleaning services for our carpets 
Bill Fireman for organizing the summer food drive 
All of our food-drive volunteers: Shari Canell, Rita, Dana and Lisa Corn, Bill Fireman, Robyn & Howie 
Gandelman, Mindy Krull, Bonnie and Kerin Miller, Judi and Alex Taglieri, Marc and Shelley Willner 
 
Josh Eichel, Erynn Gandelman, Harry Goldstein and Marlee Neugass for leading the RTSY Shabbat 
 service on June 28. 
 
 
 

 
 
 

A Taste of New Jersey At the Grand Marquis was a huge success! 
 
On Thursday, June 6, 2013, over 300 temple members, family, friends, neighbors and community 
members attended TRT’s biggest fundraising event ever... A Taste of New Jersey!  Guests entering the 
Grand Marquis were greeted by the beautiful live music of the Java String Quartet and then experienced 
an amazing culinary event showcasing the cuisine of almost 40 area restaurants. Attendees sampled 
delectable signature dishes from their favorite dining establishments while mixing and mingling amongst 
friends. Music by It’s Raining Music DJ’s, photos from Uptown Entertainment Photo-booth, amazing 
raffle prizes and the incredible magic and illusions of magician Ran’D Shine topped off the evening. A 
great time was had by all! 
 
Thank you to all of our vendors, table sponsors, volunteers and guests for helping to make this event such 
a success. 

 
 

HONORABLE MENSCHEN
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Taste of NJ participants 
The Grand Marquis 
Metropolitan Café 
Sam Vera 
Fred and Murrays 
Cafe Spezia 
Pacos Tacos 
Chris Michael’s Steakhouse 
Gusto Grill   
Nonnas 
Levys Kosher Italian 

Stewarts of Marlboro 
Cafe Luna 
Robyn’s Sweet Boutique 
Solo Trattoria 
Nuovo Trattoria 
Chocolate Legends 
Bagel Talk 
Park 33 
Cigar Cigar 
Cheeburger Cheeburger 

La Piazza 
Fireside Bar & Grill 
Bliss Yogurt Café 
Tuscany 
Cupcake Magician 
Cold Stone Creamery 
Rook Coffee 
Maui Wowi! 
 Ruth’s Chris Steakhouse 
Jersey Mikes

     
Raffle Donors 

Two River Theater Company 
Pazzo Restaurant  
Beautiful Interiors by Sandy 
Mathnasium 
George Street Playhouse 
Papermill Playhouse  
Salt Creek Grill  
Starbucks 
Bagel World 
Bagel Talk 
Turning Point 
My Greener Cleaner 
Pilates Space  
Huddy's Inn 

Fusion Fitness 
The Stress Factory 
Nail Lounge 
Rosen Decorators 
Staten Island Yankees 
Colts Neck Inn 
Monster Golf  
The Camden Aquarium 
Jungleriffic 
Jersey 35 Tennis 
Hedy Swartz    
NJ Devils 
Studio 455 Hair Design 
Brooklyn Nets 

Sweet & Sassy 
Let’s Yo 
Jazzercise 
Trattoria Ravella 
White House Black Market 
CMSC Spirits 
Top of the Rock at 
     Rockefeller Center 
YMCA of Western       
     Monmouth 
Hand & Stone Massage &    
     Facial Spa  

 
Table Sponsors 

Ambulatory Anesthesia Care 
Residency Select 
Investors Bank 
DCH Freehold Toyota 
 

Advanced Orthopedics and   
        Sports Medicine          
TRT Sisterhood  
The Gandelman Family  
 

Bob Dollinger 
The Swartz Family  
The Klass Family  
The Landesman Family

      
A Taste of NJ Team 

Jena Friedman, Jodi Zukoff, Alan Friedman, Denise Swartz, Jo-Ellen Landesman, Ellen Levine, Sheryl 
Cooper, Rachel Klein, Mike Klass, Jodi Weintraub, Larry Rosen, Andrea Zeltser, Barbara Rosenbaum 
Singer 
 

A Taste of NJ Event Volunteers 
Marla Bucher, Ellen Pearlman, Holly Neugass, Bonnie Russo, Susan Benza, Bob Dollinger,  
Bonnie Sugarman,  Robin Persily, Jessica Lesnoy, Erynn Gandelman, Ellen Levine, Harry Goldstein, 
Noah Goldstein, Michael Klass, Rita Margolies, Alan Margolies, Amanda Margolies, Josh Margolies, 
Susan Klass, Gail Davis, Marcia Borshof, Josh Eichel, Vivian Feinstein,  Brooke Swartz, Brittany Swartz,  
Carly Meyers, Bricen Yozzo, Ryane Lake, Geri Kaplan, Jodi Riina and Fern Marchand 
 
A special thanks to: 
The Java String Quartet – Warren Brumel, Winnie Burke, Amanda Gruber and Katie Gussman  
It’s Raining Music DJ’s - Michael Klass  
TRT Sisterhood for all their assistance with the Taste of New Jersey 
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CONGRATULATIONS AND MAZAL TOV 
to Nadine and Joel Sherman, on the  marriage of their daughter, Lauren and Mr. Todd Newman 
to Sheryl and Bruce Cooper, on the marriage of their son, Jonathan and Ms. Erika Rosenfried 
to Arlene and Harvey Lieber, on the marriage of their daughter, Jennifer and Ms. Kathryn Murray 
to Randye and Sandy Derris, on the birth of their granddaughter, Stevie Pearl Levinson 
to Ryan Sherman, son of Nadine and Joel Sherman, on his graduation from the University of  Connecticut 
 and employment with PricewaterhouseCoopers accounting firm. 
to Brian Weintraub, son of Jodi and Steve Weintraub, on receiving his Juris Doctor from  
 Albany Law School 
to Brandon Gold, son of Andrea and Mitch Gold, on his graduation from Harvard Law School 
  
To our 2012 High School Graduates: 
Ryan Alves, attending Purdue University 
Ariel Barter, attending SUNY New Paltz 
Ilana Chasin, attending Rutgers University 
Justin Feld, attending Penn State University 
Alaina Galiano, attending Syracuse University 
Erynn Gandelman, attending Brookdale 
 Community College 
Matthew Goldman, attending Ohio State 
 University 
Carly Goldstein, attending the University of 
 Maryland 
Aaron Golden, attending Lehigh University 
Jason Golden, attending Towson University 

Aaron Jacobson, attending the University of 
 Maryland 
Michelle Joseph, attending Temple University 
Jason Kaplin, attending Ohio State University 
Jay Kasakove, attending Lafayette College 
Brenna Levy, attending The College of New 
 Jersey 
Drew Loeser, attending Binghamton University 
Jason Rubin, attending Ohio State University 
Ross Silver, attending Penn State University 
Sam Sugarman, attending the University of 
 Maryland 
Chloe Turai, attending Rutgers University 
Ryan Zukoff, attending Tulane University 

 

 
You are Cordially Invited 

 
With love, happiness and great pride, we invite you to share a special day in our lives when our daughter 
and sister, Tori Elyse, is called to the Torah as a Bat Mitzvah on Saturday, September 21, 2013 at  
10:00 am.  Please join us for the oneg following the service. 
 
 Joel, Ginger and Sarah Richman 
 
In the tradition of his ancestors, our son and brother, Mark Chaim, will be called to the Torah as a Bar 
Mitzvah.  We invite you to join us for this joyous occasion on Saturday, September 28, at 10:00 a.m.  
Please join us for the oneg immediately following services.  
 
 Lucy, Igor and Mark Rivilis 
 
 
Do you have a simcha in your family — a new child or grandchild, an engagement or a wedding, a 
promotion, new job or an academic award? Please call the temple office and tell us, so we can share 
the news with your temple family! 
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OUR CONDOLENCES 
to Randy, Linda and Danielle Cranin and Rachel Friend, on the loss of Randy’s father, Allen Cranin 
to Heather and Dan Schleifstein, on the loss of Heather’s grandmother, Esther Einstein 
to Barbara, Jon and Rachel Klein, on the loss of Barbara’s aunt, Mitzi Band 
to Lior, Amanda and Jennifer Koppel, on the loss of Lior’s mother, Betty Koppel 
to Michele, Ken, Spencer and Lilli Friedman, on the loss of Michele’s mother, Judith Zickerman 
 
“Zichronam Livracha” – May their memory be a blessing to all who knew them 

 
 

You are Cordially Invited 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Bolender Holocaust Educational Endowment  
Ronald Isaacson, for the yahrzeit of Eva  
 Isaacson Mallenbaum 
 
College Outreach Fund 
Sindy and Louis Weiner and family,  
 in honor of the birth of Eli Wolman,  
 grandson of Ellen and Neal Finkelstein 
 in honor of the graduation of Daniel  
 Feinberg 
 
Fund For The Center For A Jewish Future 
Barry Barber, with thanks for Rabbi Stern’s 
 guidance during my recovery 
Susan and Michael Klass, in honor of Marrisa 
 Klass and her graduation from Religious 
 School and her decision to continue  
 Hebrew High School  
Toni and Juli Mercado and family, in 
 appreciation of Mrs. Haim  
 
General Fund 
Gail, Jay, Matt, Shane and Alli Davis, for the 
 yahrzeit of Florence Davis 
Judy and Marty Borell, for the yahrzeit of 
 Lena Kargman 
 
 

General Fund cont’d 
Juli and Toni Mercado and family, in honor 
 of the engagement of Bob Dollinger  
 and Susan Benza 
 in honor of the birth of Eli Justin Wolman 
Claudia Schreiber, for the yahrzeit of 
 Laura Brenner 
 for the yahrzeit of Alvin Brenner 
Dad and Judy, in honor of Sara Goldman’s 
 graduation from Brandeis University 
Ellen and Charlie Pearlman, in honor of the 
 wedding of Jonathan Cooper and Erika 
 Rosenfried 
Iris and Irwin Misshula, in memory of  
 Allen Cranin, father of Randy Cranin 
 in memory of Linda Kemeny 
Luci and Jay Baum, for the yahrzeit of  
 James Raimonda 
Ellen and Robert Levine, in memory of  
 Allen Cranin 
Linda, Stewart, Chase and Lauren Prince, for  
 the yahrzeit of Evelyn Prince 
Mina Paltin, for the yahrzeit of Abraham Rozin 
Sue and Warren Brumel, in memory of  
 Allen Cranin 
Hillary Goldstein, for the yahrzeit of  
 Tillie Gelber 
    continued next page 

CONTRIBUTIONS

Please come and help us make a minyan every 
Saturday morning at 10:00 a.m. 

in the OnegRoom.  
We pray, sing, learn and nosh together in a 

warm casual atmosphere.  
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General Fund cont’d 
Sheila Aptaker, for the yahrzeit of Arthur Eisner 
Debbie and Philip Ross, for the yahrzeit of  
 Sidney Ross 
 for the yahrzeit of Sybil Handwerker 
Ginger, Joel, Sarah and Tori Richman, for the 
 yahrzeit of Janet Kerber Richman 
Zalma and Bernie Gelber, for the yahrzeit of 
 Tillie Gelber 
Bonnie and Kerin Miller, in memory of  
 Betty Koppel, mother of Lior Koppel 
Ilse and Ernest Grunwald, for the yahrzeit of  
 Bertha Gruenewald 
 for the yahrzeit of Julius Kalberman 
 for the yahrzeit of Ema Kalberman 
Iris and Joel Schleifstein, for the yahrzeit of 
 Louis Schleifstein 
Sheryl and Bruce Cooper and family, for the 
 yahrzeit of Abraham Welkin 
Susan Baron, for the yahrzeit of Jeffrey Baron 
Luci, Jay and James Baum, for the yahrzeit of 
 Irving Baum 
 for the yarzheit of Rose E. Baum 
 
Helena Project Fund 
Geri, Mike, Jared and Dana Kaplan, for the 
 yahrzeit of Tillie Gelber 
The Heitt family, for the yahrzeit of  
 Jerry Ritman 
 
Herzog Music Fund 
Sheryl and Bruce Cooper and family, in memory 
 of Allen Cranin  
Anne and Matt Jacobson, in memory of  
 Allen Cranin 
Sheryl and Bruce Cooper, in honor of the  
 Bat Mitzvah of Sydney Schoenholtz 
Robbin Friedell, Ron, Doug, Marc and Craig,  
 in honor of the marriage of Jonathan Cooper 
 and Erika Rosenfried 
Sue and Warren Brumel, in honor of the 
 following members of the Java String 
 Quartet: Winnie Burke, Amanda Gruber 
 and Katie Gussman, who donated their 
 talents to the Taste Of New Jersey event 
Amy Altenhaus, in honor of Sydney 
 Schoenholtz’s Bat Mitzvah and completing 
  her knitting project for Charitable Hands 
Helen and Steven Golstein and family,  
 in memory of Allen Cranin 
 
Hirsch/Rosen Memorial Youth Fund 
Ellen and Neal Finkelstein and family,  
 in honor of the marriage of Jonathan  
 Cooper and Erika Rosenfried 
 

Israel Scholarship Fund 
Lynn and Jerry Sternberg, in honor of the 
 birth of Eli Justin Wolman 
Robbin Friedell, in honor of the birth of  
 Eli Justin Wolman 
Bonnie and Carl Ryder, in honor of Mary and 
 Ray Reilly, with sincere appreciation for 
 their help. 
Ellen,and Neal Finkelstein and family, for the 
 yahrzeit of Abraham Welkin 
 
Library Fund 
Juli and Toni Mercado and family, in honor 
 of the birth of Jonah Arnold Angres,  
 grandson of Judy and Irv Frielich 
Ellen and Neal Finkelstein and family, for the 
 yahrzeit of Charlotte Trencher 
Sheryl and Bruce Cooper and family, for the 
 yahrzeit of Charlotte Trencher 
 
Prayerbook Fund 
Lynn and Stephen Chodos, for the yahrzeit of  
 Bernard Chodos 
Kathy, Cari and Joel Fischer, for the yahrzeit of 
 Craig Fischer 
Audrey, Roy and Amanda Goldberg, for the 
 yahrzeit of Toby Yoskowitz 
 
Rabbi’s Discretionary Fund 
The Mercado family, in appreciation of  
  Rabbi Weber’s preparing Tyler for his Bar   
  Mitzvah and Dillon for his Confirmation 
  in appreciation of Rabbi Weber’s teaching of   
  Adult Education 
Ashley Galiano, as part of the Mitzvah Project for her 
  Bat Mitzvah 
Sylvia and Bruce Tucker, in appreciation of Rabbi   
  Weber’s Adult Education class 
Della Cherchia, in honor of the Bar Mitzvah of  
  Tyler Mercado 
Barry Barber, with thanks for Rabbi Weber’s   
  guidance during my recovery 
Barbara and Harold Diamond, in honor of the   
  wedding of Matthew Diamond and Tara Cole 
Vera Stern, in honor of Rabbi Weber’s birthday 
The Caruso family, in honor of Rabbi Weber’s   
  birthday 
The Miller, Feinstein and Schleifstein families, in   
  memory of Esther Einstein  
  and in appreciation of Rabbi Weber’s love   
  and support for our family 
Ron Tornberg, in memory of Ron Zolotrow 
Phyllis Krauss, for the yahrzeit of David Goldberg 
Helene, Ira and Brett Kaplan, for the yahrzeit of   
  Hilda Fleigel 
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Rabbi’s Discretionary Fund cont’d 
Linda and Jerry Wainick, for the yahrzeit of  
  Irving Goldberg 
Michael Chasin, for the yahrzeit of Shirley Chasin 
Ann and Sandy Goldstein, for the yahrzeit of  
  Allan Waldman 
The Binkowitz family, for the yahrzeit of  
  Selma Binkowitz 
Sophia Abramson, Debbie and Rich Kullback, for the 
  yahrzeit of Daniel Kullback 
Barbara, Mark, Matthew and Gregory Hirsch, for the   
  yahrzeit of Amy Goodman 
Susan and Bernie Aaron and family, for the yahrzeit   
  of Joseph Kertman 
Bob Dollinger, for the yahrzeit of Jacob Dollinger 
Francine and Kevin Davis and family, for the   
  yahrzeit of Esther Shimmerman 
Andrea, Chad and Sara Goutter, for the yahrzeit of   
  Chaim Goutter 
Helene, Ira and Brett Kaplan, for the yahrzeit of   
  Benjamin Weinstein 
 for the yahrzeit of Sidney Fleigel 
Lynn and Jerry Sternberg, for the yahrzeit of  
  Charles Weber 
  for the yahrzeit of David Weber 
Joel Binkowitz, for the yahrzeit of Arnold Keshner 
  for the yahrzeit of Meyer Binkowitz 
Judy and Norm Ferber, for the yahrzeit of  
  Jonathan Brodey 
Phyllis Solomon and Family, for the yahrzeit of  
 Celia Chancy 
 for the yahrzeit of Natalie Joan Chancy 
 for the yahrzeit of Herb Solomon 
Barbara, Mark, Matthew and Gregory Hirsch, for the 
 yahrzeit of Sidney Hirsch 
Judy and Norm Ferber, for the yahrzeit of  
 Rose Ratewsky 
Robbin Friedell, for the yahrzeit of Daniel Douger  
 
 
 
 
 

Sisterhood Tribute Fund 
Gail and Jay Davis and family, in honor of 
 the engagement of Jonathan Cooper and 
 Erika Rosenfried 
 
Social Action Fund 
Ron Klug, for the yahrzeit of Henry Klug 
Pamela Brisman, for the yahrzeit of  
 Genevieve Panconi 
Michael, Geri, Jared and Dana Kaplan, for the 
 yahrzeit of Mary Kaplan 
Debbie and Richard Kullback and Sophia and 
 Robert Abramson, for the yahrzeit of 
 Daniel Kullback 
Marla and Marty Bucher, in honor of the  
 marriage of Jonathan Cooper and Erika  
 Rosenfried 
Susan and Richard Blecker, for the yahrzeit of 
 Tillie Gelber 
Shirley and Irving Kullback, for the yahrzeit of 
 Daniel Kullback 
Gwen and Byron Verosloff, for the yahrzeit of 
 Daniel Kullback 
Lynn and Steve Chodos, in honor of the 
 engagement of Janna Craig and Aaron 
 Stollar 
 
Willner/Weinstein Educational Endowment Fund 
Shelley and Marc Willner and family, in memory 
 of David Levine 
 for the yahrzeit of Abraham Weinstein 
Susan and David Brown, in memory of  
 Allen Cranin 
 for the yahrzeit of Maureen Friedman 
Susan, David and Randi Brown and Erica 
 Rosenson, for the yahrzeit of Enid Brown 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 

A New Plaque On Our Tree Of Life Has Been Dedicated By: 
Robyn, Howard and Erynn Gandelman, in honor of the Bar Mitzvah of Isaac M. Gandelman 
Sheryl and Bruce Cooper, in honor of the marriage of Jonathan Cooper and Erika Rosenfried 
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These names will be included in the list of yahrzeits on the Shabbat indicated. In addition, at our 
Friday evening service and Shabbat morning minyan, we will invite all those who wish to rise and say 
the name of the one(s) for whom they are saying Kaddish. 
 

DATE   DECEASED    REMEMBERED BY 
 
Shabbat Observance 8/2 - 8/3   
 7/29   Michael Prager *    father of Leonard Prager 
 7/30   Harry Snyder       uncle of Beth Kamenitz 
 7/30   Anita White       mother of Susan Alter 
 7/31   Jacob Unterberger *    uncle of Phillip Ball 
 7/31   Mary Brodey       mother of Judith Ferber 
 7/31   Dorothy Chesler      mother of Evan Chesler 
 7/31   Nettie Schulman      mother-in-law of Maurice Heitt 
 7/31   Etta Borell *     mother of Martin Borell 
 7/31   Morris Leifer *     father of Susan Barber ל"ז  
        father-in-law of Barry Barber 
 7/31   Jacob Unterberger *    great uncle of Jeffrey Ball 
 8/1   Ellis Lustig *     father of Marsha Gross 
 8/1   Sylvia Solar       grandmother of Sharon Solar 
 8/1   Victor Wasserman      father of Paula Alves 
 8/2   Lucille Rosenstock *    mother of Eric Rosenstock 
 8/2   Marion Vaccarella *    mother of Rosemary Calman 
 8/3   Jonah Pollack       brother-in-law of Jerome Wainick 
    
Shabbat Observance 8/9 - 8/10   
 8/4   Brian Kramer *     son of Judy Kramer 
 8/4   Miriam Cooper      mother of Naomi Jacobson 
 8/4   Yetta Moskowitz      grandmother of Bonnie Sugarman 
 8/4   Ida Zweifler *     mother of Susan Baron 
 8/5   Harvey Chamoff *    husband of Barbara Chamoff,  
        member of Temple Rodeph Torah 
 8/5   Murray Klein       grandfather of Joyce Belitsky 
 8/5   Irving Needleman      father of Rochelle Goldman 
 8/5   Leona Rogers       grandmother of Linda Cranin 
 8/5   Martin Stein       father of Doreen Mizrachi 
 8/7   Irving Yoskowitz *    father of Audrey Goldberg 
 8/8   Mary Lukow *     mother of Linda Weinberg 
 8/8   Ruth Cohen       aunt of Sharon Katzanek 
 8/8   Carl Lytle       grandfather of Linda Cranin 
 8/9   Ruth Adler       grandmother of Paula Alves 
 8/9   Samuel Mautner      father of Phyllis Porter 
 8/10   Stanley Schwartz *    father of Ginny Kotler 
 8/10   Bernard Aronson      father of Brian Aronson 
 8/10   Orin Rogers *     father of Linda Cranin 
    
           

YAHRZEITS
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Shabbat Observance 8/16 - 17   
 8/11   Milton Richman      father of Joel Richman 
 8/11   Chaim Sandezer      grandfather of Lior Koppel 
 8/13   Rose Perl       grandmother of Ellen Levine 
 8/13   Lester Porter       father of Craig Porter 
 8/14   Lillian Gavenman *    aunt of Myrna Kluger 
 8/14   Ben Aronowitz      grandfather of Joan Ruffine 
 8/14   Aaron Lefkowitz      father of Ellen Bloom 
 8/15   Abraham Quint *    father of Michael Quint ל"ז  
 8/15   Alex Kargman *    father of Judith Borell 
 8/15   Libby Willner *    mother of Marc Willner 
 8/16   Irving Samuelson *    father of Susan Berman 
 8/16   Lillian Shames *    mother of Leonard Prager 
 8/16   Henry Bernstein      father of Rhonda Goodman 
 8/16   Harold Needle      husband of Diana Needle,  
        father of Susan Vitale 
 8/16   Frances Stein *     mother of Doreen Mizrachi 
 8/17   Ida Gross *     grandmother of Ruth Kaufman 
 8/17   Gerald Brown       father of Sindy Weiner 
 8/17   Murray Ross *     father of Lynn Chodos 
    
Shabbat Observance 8/23 - 8/24   
 8/18   Louis Magazine      father of Maxine Herzog 
 8/18   Louis Zukoff       father of Marc and David Zukoff 
 8/19   Trudi Gardiner *    aunt of Mark Schwitz 
 8/19   Charles Grossman *    father of Richard Grossman 
 8/20   Nettie Litwak *     grandmother of David Shapiro 
 8/20   Harry Borell       uncle of Martin Borell 
 8/20   Aaron Goldapper      grandfather of Judith Borell 
 8/20   Bella Ash *     mother of Joseph Ash 
 8/21   Louis Glazer *     father of Myrna Kluger 
 8/21   Pauline Burstein      mother of Alan Burstein 
 8/21   James Lieberman      father of Alan Lieberman 
 8/21   Michael Spiegel      father of Mitchell Spiegel 
 8/21   Edward Warshawsky      father of Erica Warshawsky-Katz 
 8/21   Jacob Cohen *     father of Marcia Falk 
 8/22   Moe Weissman *    father of Phyllis Freedman 
 8/23   Scott Kadis *     brother of Stephanie Weissman 
 8/23   Albert Fastow       grandfather of Michael Klass 
 8/23   Selma Futterman      mother of Marjorie Stevens 
 8/24   Harry Finkelstein      father of Neal Finkelstein 
    
Shabbat Observance 8/30 - 8/31   
 8/25   Esther Prager *     mother of Leonard Prager 
 8/25   Ruth Galland       mother of Debra Gleich 
 8/25   Louise Johnson      grandmother of Gabrielle Eichel 
 8/25   Stanley Kalmus      father of Andrew Kalmus 
 8/25   Rebecca Smilovici      grandmother of Josephine Paltin 
 8/25   William Kaplan *    father of Michael Kaplan 
 8/26   Irving Wainick      father of Jerome Wainick 
 8/27   Sam Borell *     father of Martin Borell 
                   continued next page 
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 8/28   Robert Forman *    father of Carl Forman and Enid Brown ל"ז  
 8/28   Milton Kadis *     father of Stephanie Weissman 
 8/28   Charlotte Jacobson      mother-in-law of Naomi Jacobson 
 8/29   Steven Russin *    son of Ed and Gloria Russin  
 8/29   Irwin Graf       father of Robert Graf 
 8/29   Mark Rosenzweig      brother of Gary Rosenzweig 
 8/29   Sara Rozin       mother of Mina Paltin,  
        grandmother of Josephine Paltin 
 8/30   Lita Selsky *     wife of Gerald Selsky 
 8/30   Sylvia Weinstein      grandmother of Helene Kaplan 
 8/31   Diana Fireman      mother of William Fireman 
 
Shabbat Observance 9/6 - 9/7   
 9/1   Evelyn Konigsberg *    mother of Steve Konigsberg 
 9/1   Seymour Ringel *    husband of Susan Ringel 
            member of Temple Rodeph Torah 
 9/1   Violet Tenenzapf *    mother of Donna Chazanoff 
 9/1   Gela Janower       grandmother of Gail Davis 
 9/1   Irene Lazarus       mother of Marcia Borshof 
 9/1   Myron Silberman      father of Jerry Silberman 
 9/1   Baruch Viesel       grandfather of Gail Davis 
 9/1   Rachel Wajngold      mother of David Wajngold 
 9/2   Henry Dercher      father of Aron Dercher 
 9/2   Lillian Zaitz *     mother of Jed Zaitz 
 9/3   Hyman Misshula      father of Irwin Misshula 
 9/3   Sylvia Wachter      mother of Lucy Isaacson, 
            grandmother of Kenneth Isaacson 
 9/4   Max Sprechman *    father of Harold Sprechman 
 9/4   Harry Adler       grandfather of Carol Shangold 
 9/4   Jack Koss       step-father of Carol Shangold 
 9/4   Judy Shangold      sister of Gary Shangold 
 9/4   Lester Shangold      father of Gary Shangold 
 9/4   Minnie Shangold      mother of Gary Shangold 
 9/4   Harvey Abramson *    husband of Sophia Abramson, 
        father of Debra Kullback 
 9/5   Anna Mandelbaum      grandmother of Elyse Langner 
 9/5   Abraham Szmulewicz      grandfather of Jenna and Evan Meyerberg 
 9/6   Gussie Blacker      grandmother of Bonnie Sugarman 
 9/6   David Goldstein      father of Sanford Goldstein 
 9/6   Rose Krauss       mother of Burt Krauss 
 9/7   Sadie Rosen       mother of Linda Prince 
 9/7   Pauline Schwartz      aunt of Rona Shukovsky 
    
Shabbat Observance 9/13 - 9/14   
 9/8   Leon Garelick *    father of Lynn Sternberg 
 9/8   Frances Goldman *    mother of Iris Schleifstein 
 9/8   Martha Nemerov *    grandmother of Randy Cranin 
 9/9   Minnie Rosenberg *    mother of Sheri Binder 
 9/10   Israel Gendel *     father of Lisa Abramson 
 9/10   Leo Feinstein       father of Steven Feinstein 
 9/10   Isaac Stern       father of Rabbi Shira Stern 
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 9/11   Brian Goldberg *    husband of Jodie Sherer,  
        son-in-law of Andrea and Brian Shorr, 
             member of Temple Rodeph Torah 
 9/11   Stewart Harris *    husband of Sheila Harris,  
        father of Craig and Elisa Harris, 
        member of Temple Rodeph Torah 
 9/11   Herman Lukow *    father of Linda Weinberg 
 9/11   Deborah Pfaeffle      sister of Jeffrey Stevens 
 9/11   Ruth Korkes *     great-aunt of Randy Cranin 
 9/12   Emanuel Brodey      father of Judith Ferber 
 9/12   Harry Chasin       father of Michael Chasin,  
        grandfather of Tod Chasin 
 9/12   Andre Greenhouse      son of Cliff Greenhouse 
 9/12   Thedia Lytle       grandmother of Linda Cranin 
 9/13   Mollie Kamenetzky      mother of Shirley Deckelboim 
 9/14   Harry Moskowitz      grandfather of Bonnie Sugarman 
    
Shabbat Observance 9/20 - 9/21   
 9/15   Susan Meyerberg *    wife of Alan Meyerberg,  
        mother of Evan and Jenna Meyerberg, 
        member of Temple Rodeph Torah 
 9/15   Ralph Brumel       father of Warren Brumel 
 9/15   Irving Kaden *     father of Randi Sorin 
 9/15   Louis Weber *     grandfather of Rabbi Don Weber 
 9/16   Harry Gilbert *     father of Janice Feldman 
 9/16   Lewis Stein *     grandfather of Carl Forman 
 9/16   William Scheck      husband of Hedda Scheck 
 9/18   Barry Berkowitz      cousin of Sheryl Cooper and  
        Ellen Finkelstein 
 9/18   Tina Mosteiro       cousin of Elyse Langner 
 9/18   Etta Rosenfeld      great-grandmother of Randy Cranin 
 9/19   Murray Kravitz *    grandfather of David Sorin 
 9/19   Samuel Smilovici *    father of Josephine Paltin 
 9/20   Halle Abrams       uncle of Andrea Kazin 
 9/20   Liba Bat Iosef       great-grandmother of Josephine Paltin 
 9/21   Joan Baron       mother-in-law of Susan Baron 
    
Shabbat Observance 9/27 - 9/28   
 9/22   Sam Perl       grandfather of Ellen Levine 
 9/22   Morris Ratowsky      grandfather of Norman Ferber 
 9/22   Jennie Eterno *     grandmother of Loretta Shapiro 
 9/23   Charles Eichel *    father of Richard Eichel 
 9/23   Morris Schwitz *    grandfather of Mark Schwitz 
 9/24   Arnold Eigen *     husband of Corinne Eigen 
 9/24   Arnold Krupin      father of Shari Rosen 
 9/26   Judy Pius *     wife of Larry Pius, 
        mother of Craig and Jaimee Pius 
              member of Temple Rodeph Torah 
 9/27   Steven Salti *     member of Temple Rodeph Torah 
 9/27   Sid Sklar       father of Arlene Goldberg 
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Shabbat Observance 10/4 - 10/5   
 9/29   Sylvia Dollinger      mother of Robert Dollinger 
 9/29   Ida Kazin       grandmother of Alan Kazin 
 9/30   Freida Silverberg      grandmother of Craig Porter 
 
          * Indicates the dedication of a plaque on our Memorial Wall. 

         
Jewish tradition suggests that we give tzedakah to honor the memory of our loved ones who have died. 
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TEMPLE RODEPH TORAH of Western Monmouth 

P.O. Box 125, Marlboro, NJ 07746 
 

TEMPLE CONTRIBUTIONS FORM 
 
_______BOLENDER HOLOCAUST EDUCATIONAL ENDOWMENT, for Holocaust education in our temple 
_______TEMPLE FACILITIES FUND, for the construction and maintenance of our home 
_______CANTOR’S DISCRETIONARY FUND, administered by the Cantor for the benefit of the congregation* 
_______COLLEGE OUTREACH FUND, provides funding for programs to maintain contact with our 

college students 
_______FUND FOR THE CENTER FOR A JEWISH FUTURE, for the Jewish education of our children. 
_______GENERAL FUND, allows us to use your gift where it is needed most 
_______HELENA PROJECT FUND, to provide Shabbat meals for families in times of upset and difficulty 
_______HERZOG MUSIC FUND, for the musical needs of the congregation 
_______HIRSCH/ROSEN MEMORIAL YOUTH FUND, provides funding for youth programs 
_______ISRAEL SCHOLARSHIP FUND, provides financial assistance for youth trips to Israel 
_______LANDSCAPING FUND, for the purchase of trees, shrubs and flowers to beautify our property 
_______LIBRARY FUND, for the purchase of books for our Library 
_______MEN’S CLUB TRIBUTE FUND, to further the work of the Men’s Club 
_______MORTGAGE REDUCTION FUND, dedicated completely to paying down the principal on our mortgage 
_______PRAYERBOOK FUND, for the purchase of prayerbooks. Any amount may be donated to this Fund, but a  

contribution of $36 or more is required to dedicate a prayerbook. 
_______RABBI’S DISCRETIONARY FUND, administered by the Rabbi for the benefit of the congregation* 
_______SISTERHOOD TRIBUTE FUND, to further the work of Sisterhood 
_______SOCIAL ACTION FUND, to support the Committee’s work of “repairing the world” 
_______TEMPLE IMPROVEMENT and BEAUTIFICATION FUND, provides funds for improvements to the temple 
_______WILLNER/WEINSTEIN EDUCATIONAL ENDOWMENT FUND, provides interest income for the  
  Religious School’s future 
*** TREE OF LIFE/MEMORIAL PLAQUES: To celebrate a special occasion by purchasing a leaf for the Tree of 
  Life, or to honor the memory of a loved one who has died, please call the temple office. A Dedication Form 
  will be sent to you. 
__________________________ 
* Make checks payable to TRT-Rabbi’s Discretionary Fund or TRT-Cantor’s Discretionary Fund; all other funds 
payable to Temple Rodeph Torah. To donate online, go to www.trt.org and click on Donate. 
 
This donation is being made: 
 
In MEMORY of:  ______________________________________________________________ 
 
In HONOR of:  ______________________________________________________________ 
 
Donation made by: 
 
Name:   _____________________________________________________________________ 
 
Address:   _____________________________________________________________________ 
 
Acknowledgment to be sent to the following:  
 
Name:   _____________________________________________________________________ 
 
Address:   _____________________________________________________________________ 

 
Contributions of any amount are welcomed, but there is an $18 minimum for each acknowledgment you wish sent. 

Please refer all questions to our temple office, 732-308-0055. 
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TEMPLE RODEPH TORAH of Western Monmouth 
P. O. Box 125, Marlboro, NJ 07746 (Area Code 732) 

Office Telephone 308-0055   Religious School 308-3836 
web site: www.trt.org  email: office@trt.org 

 
 
Rabbi    Donald A. Weber  Office 409-1268 rebweb18@gmail.com 
       Home 972-2595 
Cantor    Joanna M. Alexander     308-2311 cantoralexander@trt.org  
                                   Home   312-286-3356 
Educators   Rabbi Shira Stern   308-3836 rel.school@trt.org 

Barbara Klein   308-3836 hseducator@trt.org 
Temple Administrator  Sheryl Cooper   308-0055 office@trt.org 
Executive Director  Rachel Klein   308-0055 rklein.trt@gmail.com 
Bar/Bat Mitzvah Tutor  Ruth Haim    252-8910 ahaim@yahoo.com 
 
President    Larry Rosen     917-572-3792    LRosen@LHRGB.com 
Vice-President   Warren Brumel  972-8919  wbrumel@keyportlaw.com 
Vice-President   Mike Esquenazi   252-8753  mesquenazi@brickmanre.com 
Vice-President   Denise Swartz  332-9808  swartz4some@hotmail.com 
Vice-President   Jodi Zukoff   591-1986   jozuko@yahoo.com 
Treasurer   Della Cherchia   303-8139   Dhammer414@aol.com 
Financial Secretary   Matt Jacobson  536-7189  Matt_Jacobson@hotmail.com 
Recording Secretary    Juli Mercado  972-8404   jbmerc@aol.com 
Past-President    Brion Feinberg   591-5814   brionf@trt.org 
  
Aesthetics &    Erica Katz  303-0116  ericaw@hotmail.com 
  Space Management 
ARZA     Marc Willner   536-4180   marcw18@aol.com 
Bar/Bat Mitzvah Video   Ellie Golden   591-8791   LAgolden@aol.com 
Building & Grounds   Henry Levenstein  567-7799  hlev@optonline.net 
College Outreach   Marcia Borshof   972-1906   marlaza7@hotmail.com 
Education    Robyn Gandelman  683-1168   esgputer@optonline.net 
   Service Requirements   Juli Mercado  972-8404  jbmerc@aol.com 
Finance     Mike Esquenazi   252-8753  mesquenazi@brickmanre.com 
Fundraising    Jodi Zukoff   591-1986   jozuko@yahoo.com 
Horaiynu    Barrie Cotter  970-9715  barriec@optonline.net 
Judaica Shop    Marcia Borshof   972-1906   marlaza7@hotmail.com 
Library     Heather Schleifstein  851-7124   HLM9@aol.com 
Membership    Alan Friedman  863-1231  afrie15435@aol.com 
Men’s Club    Michael Klass  617-0477  msklass@optonline.net 
Newsletter Advertising   Iris Schleifstein   536-6117   i.schleifstein@gmail.com 
Newsletter           trtnewsletter@gmail.com 
Sisterhood   Jodi Weintraub   972-2194   qponcutter@aol.com 
    Robin Persily  625-1299  rpersily06@aol.com 
Social Action    Andrea Kazin  946-3535  sumbodynnj@aol.com 
Technology    Harvey Lieber   677-3257   harvey.lieber@gmail.com 
Web Site Administrator   Neal Finkelstein   972-8624   webadmin@trt.org 
Women’s Spirituality Group  Suzie Beizer  933-1562   asksuzie@yahoo.com 
Worship    Bonnie Goldschlag 462-6727  bonniegathome@gmail.com 
Youth     Howie Gandelman  683-1168   esgputer@optonline.net 
Youth Advisor - Senior   Rachel Klein   308-0055  rklein.trt@gmail.com 
        Chaverim  Barrie Cotter  970-9715  barriec@optonline.net 
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It’s Raining Music DJs, 
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328 Newman Springs Road • Suite 380
Red Bank, NJ 07701
(732) 576-4634 • jeffrey.ball@rbc.com
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You have important goals.
I can help.

No two investors are alike. Which is why I offer 
personalized services to help you build, preserve, 
enjoy and share your wealth — by delivering the 
world-class wealth management solutions of a global 
financial leader. What would you like to accomplish? 
Call today for a complimentary consultation.

Create your path forward.

MARTIN AND EDITH STEIN HOSPICE
at THE OSCAR AND ELLA WILF CAMPUS FOR SENIOR LIVING

Jewish
HospiceCare

“Supportive and compassionate care,
sensitive to your personal

and spiritual needs”
Accredited by the

National Institute for Jewish Hospice

49 Veronica Ave., Suite 206, Somerset, NJ  08873  •  732-227-1212
www.wilfcampus.org/steinhospice

349 Rt. 9 So. • Manalapan, N.J. 07726
(Between Gordons Corner and Taylors Mills Rds)

732-536-8788 • FAX 732-536-0579
E-mail: info@mmpmanalapan.com
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Top Producer For All Cruise Lines

"When Personal Service Is As Important As Price"

Of Marlboro

Cruise In
191 Route 9 South

Between Rt. 520 & 
Union Hill Road

Call Up
732.972.2444
800.284.2784

Click On
Open 24/7
on the web

www.cruiseholidaysnj.com

• Celebrating 24 Years
• Cruises & Cruise Tours
• All Inclusive Resorts
• Custom European Vacations
• Land Tours

Land & Sea
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         Cranbury Road at Evergreen Blvd. East Brunswick, NJ
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   When you lose someone
         you love, turn to to the 

                    people you have come 
                            to know  and trust.

 

When you lose a loved one,
your family deserves the care 

and compassion that only 
comes from dedicated people 

who are passionate about 
what they do.  A personal loss 

is best handled by people, 
and not a company.

We care about what we do, 
and it shows.  Ask those who 

know  best...ask any family we have 
served,  or ask your Rabbi! 


